Diagnostic monitoring of urine by means of synchronous fluorescence spectrum.
A novel approach to clinical-biochemical analysis of urine is presented in this work. Urine composition is defined graphically as a record of synchronous fluorescence spectra (SFS). The graphical standard has been made from SFS of urine samples from healthy children. Simple comparison of a standard record with that of an analyzed urine sample will immediately reveal changes in its composition. Reproducibility of the graphical definition is very high and it maintains its characteristic shape during repeated measurements over a span of 2 years. It is possible to elaborate patients' own standard for those with chronic illness. It differs from a normal course but it is characteristic for a given patient and it enables the clinician to monitor changes or the outcome of therapy at regular medical examinations. Application of this method for monitoring of urine composition for selected cases is a new alternative with several advantages. Analysis without any added reagents very quickly detects some illnesses near onset when they may be clinically asymptomatic and classical screening methods show negative results. Computerization of spectral measuring and filing the results enables to give a likely diagnosis or a deviation from standard. This method can also serve a doctor-clinician either to confirm or to exclude a concrete diagnosis.